FIELD 1: THEORY OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Related Courses:

ADM.5138 Theory of Public Administration
ADM.6246 Current Issues in Public Administration Theory
ADM.6248 Technology and Organizations
ADM.6297 Culture and Organizations
ADM.6167 Ethics & Public Administration
ADM.5224 Epistemology & Methodology in Social & Political Context
ADM.5258 Advances in organizational Theory

FIELD 2: PUBLIC POLICY

Related Courses:

ADM.5151 Politics of Social Policy
ADM.6191 Advanced Policy Analysis

FIELD 3: LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND URBAN POLITICS

Related Courses:

UPL.521 Local Government in Turkey
UPL.527 Legal & Adm. Analysis of Urbanization
UPL.519 Management Principles in Urban Services
ADM.6165 Pol. Econ. Of Urban Space
ADM.5115 Politics of Urban Space

FIELD 4: POLITICAL THOUGHT

a) Classical (Until the 16th Century)

Related Courses:

ADM.5137 Classical Political Thought
ADM.6120 Ethics and Politics: Reading Aristoteles, Kant & Hegel
ADM.6150 Advanced Studies in Political Theory

b) Modern (16th-19th Century)

Related Courses:

ADM.5137 Classical Political Thought
ADM.5139 Authority, Power, Social Structure
ADM.5144 Contemporary Theories in Political Science
ADM.5154 Theories of the State
ADM.6120 Ethics and Politics: Reading Aristoteles, Kant & Hegel
ADM.6160 17th Century Political Thought
ADM.6150 Advanced Studies in Political Theory
ADM.6165 Contemporary Issues in Law, Justice and right
ADM.6171 Postmodernism and Radical Democracy
ADM.6194 Law and Transgression
c) Contemporary Political Thought (20th Century Onwards)
   Related Courses:
   ADM.5139 Authority, Power, Social Structure
   ADM.5154 Theories of State
   ADM.5144 Contemporary Theories in Political Science
   ADM.5224 Epistemology and Methodology in Social and Political Context
   ADM.5143 Human Rights and Political Power
   ADM.5168 Modern Discourse on the Political
   ADM.5184 Ideas and Politics
   ADM.6171 Postmodernism and Radical Democracy
   ADM.6116 Reading Hannah & Arendt
   In this field the student must choose one subfield (i.e. one of (a), (b) and (c).
FIELD 5: COMPARATIVE POLITICS & GOVERNMENT
   Related Courses:
   ADM.5142 Comparative Ethnicity
   ADM.5104 State and Society in Europe
   ADM.5144 Contemporary Theories in Political Science
   ADM.5154 Theories of the State
   ADM.5159 Politics and Society in Latin America
   ADM.5151 Politics of Social Policy
   ADM.5115 Politics of Urban Space
   ADM.6136 Political Sociology
   ADM.6173 Readings on Central Asian Perspectives
   ADM.6166 Advanced Studies in Comparative Government
   ADM.5176 Comparative Perspectives to Ottoman & European History
   ADM.6178 Reading in Comparative Politics: an Overview
   ADM.6191 Advanced Policy Analysis
FIELD 6: STUDIES IN MASS COMMUNICATION, IDEOLOGY AND CULTURE
   Related Courses:
   ADM.5196 Cultural Politics
   ADM.6114 Ideology and Culture
   ADM.6194 Law and Transgression
   ADM.5134 Media and Society
   ADM.5117 Turkish Cultural History
   ADM.5170 Political Economy of Communication
FIELD 7: POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY

Related Courses
ADM.5172 Gender & Politics
ADM.5139 Authority, Power, Social Structure
ADM.6183 Ideology and Political Behavior
ADM.6136 Political Sociology

FIELD 8: TURKISH POLITICS

Related Courses
ADM.5166 Turkish Politics
ADM.6126 Topics in Turkish Politics
ADM.6110 Turkish Politics & Political Participation
ADM.5176 Comparative Perspectives to Ottoman & European History
ADM.5174 Political Economy in Turkey

FIELD 9: POLITICAL ECONOMY

Related Courses
ADM.5104 State and Society in Europe
ADM.5170 Political Economy of Communication
ADM.5174 Political Economy in Turkey
ADM.6165 Political Economy of Urban Space